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Omnidirectional elastic band gap in finite lamellar structures
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This paper presents a comprehensive theoretical analysis of the occurrence of omnidirectional reflection in
one-dimensional phononic crystal structures. We discuss the conditions for a one-dimensional layered struc-
ture, made of elastic materials, to exhibit total reflection of acoustic incident waves in a given frequency range,
for all incident angles and all polarizations. The property of omnidirectional reflection can be fulfilled with a
simple finite superlattice if the substrate from which the incident waves are launched is made of a material with
high acoustic velocities~this is very similar to the case of omnidirectional optical mirror where the incident
light is generated in vacuum!. However, if the substrate is made of a material with low acoustic velocities, we
propose two solutions to obtain an omnidirectional band gap, namely, the cladding of a superlattice with a layer
of high acoustic velocities, which acts like a barrier for the propagation of phonons, or the association in
tandem of two different superlattices in such a way that the superposition of their band structures exhibits an
absolute acoustic band gap. We discuss the appropriate choices of the material and geometrical properties to
realize such structures. The behavior of the transmission coefficients are discussed in relation with the disper-
sion curves of the finite structure embedded between two substrates. Both transmission coefficients and den-
sities of states~from which we derive the dispersion curves! are calculated in the framework of a Green’s
function method.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.66.056609 PACS number~s!: 42.70.Qs, 68.35.Gy, 68.35.Ja, 68.65.2k
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the last few years, much attention has been
voted to the study of two- and three-dimensional~2D and
3D! periodic phononic crystals@1–7#. In analogy to the more
familiar photonic crystals@8#, the essential property of thes
structures is the existence of forbidden frequency ban
where the propagation of sound and ultrasonic vibration
inhibited in any direction of space. Such phononic band g
materials can have practical applications such as acou
filters @9#, ultrasonic silent blocks@10#, acoustic mirrors, and
improvements in the design of piezoelectric ultrasonic tra
ducers@11#. The contrast in elastic properties and densit
between the constituents of the composite system is a cri
parameter in determining the existence and the width of
solute band gaps.

In the field of photonic band gap materials, it has be
argued during the last few years@12–14# that one-
dimensional structures such as superlattices can also ex
the property of omnidirectional reflection, i.e., the existen
of a band gap for any incident wave independent of the
cidence angle and polarization. However, because the ph
nic band structure of a superlattice does not display any
solute band gap~i.e., a gap for any value of the wave vecto!,
the property of omnidirectional reflection holds in gene
when the incident light is launched from vacuum, or from
medium with relatively low index of refraction~or high ve-
locity of light!. To overcome this difficulty, when the inci
dent light is generated in a high refraction index medium,
have recently proposed@15# to associate with the superlattic
a cladding layer with a low index of refraction, which ac
like a barrier for the propagation of light.
1063-651X/2002/66~5!/056609~8!/$20.00 66 0566
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The object of this paper is to examine the possibility
realizing one-dimensional structures that exhibit the prope
of omnidirectional reflection for acoustic waves. In the fr
quency range of the omnidirectional reflection, the struct
will behave analogously to the case of 2D and 3D phono
crystals, i.e., it reflects any acoustic wave independent o
polarization and incidence angle. We shall show tha
simple superlattice can fulfill this property, provided the su
strate from which the incident waves are launched is mad
a material with relatively high acoustic velocities of soun
However, the substrate may have relatively low acoustic
locities, according to the large varieties in the elastic prop
ties of materials. Then, we propose two alternative soluti
to overcome the difficulty related to the choice of the su
strate, in order to obtain a frequency domain in which t
transmission of sound waves is inhibited even for a subst
with low velocities of sound. As mentioned in the case
photonic band gap materials, one solution would be to as
ciate the superlattice with a cladding layer having high v
locities of sound in order to create a barrier for the propa
tion of acoustic waves. Another solution will consist
associating two superlattices chosen appropriately in suc
way that the superposition of their band structures display
complete acoustic band gap. These ideas have been prop
very recently in two short communications@16,17#. In this
paper, we present a comprehensive investigation of the c
ditions necessary for obtaining this acoustic gap and its e
lution according to the physical parameters defining the o
dimensional structure. More precisely, the transmiss
spectra for different polarizations of the incident waves
calculated and analyzed in relation with the dispers
curves of the modes associated with the finite structure
©2002 The American Physical Society09-1
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bedded between the two substrates. When a maxim
threshold for transmittance is imposed, we investigate
contributions of the different modes induced by the fin
structure~bulk phonons of the superlattices, modes of t
caldding layer, and interface modes! to the transmission
spectra, thus revealing the limitations on the existence o
absolute band gap. We discuss the dependence of the t
mission coefficients upon the thickness of the clad layer
the number of cells in the superlattices, as well as upon
choice of the layers in the superlattice, which are in cont
with the substrates and with the clad. Specific illustratio
are given for a finite Al/W superlattice cladded by a Si lay
and a combination in tandem of finite Al/W and Fe/epo
superlattices. The transmission coefficients as well as
density of states, from which one can derive the dispers
curves, are calculated in the framework of a Green’s funct
method.

A brief presentation of the model and method of calcu
tion is presented in Sec. II. Section III contains the numer
illustrations as well as the discussion of the transmiss
coefficients for the occurrence of an omnidirectional ba
gap. Conclusions are given in Sec. IV.

II. MODEL AND METHOD OF CALCULATION

The geometries studied in this paper are schematic
depicted in Fig. 1. We consider a finite lamellar structureL
sandwiched between two substratesS1 and S2 @Fig. 1~a!#.
The details about the composition of the finite structure
sketched in Figs. 1~b! and 1~c!. In one case@Fig. 1~b!#, the
lamellar structure is composed of a finite superlattice c
taining alternating layers of materialsA and B, and a clad

FIG. 1. Geometries of the omnidirectional band gap structu
~a! A finite lamellar composite systemL embedded between tw
homogenous mediaS1 andS2 . ~b! The systemL is constituted by a
superlattice cladded with a materialC. ~c! The systemL is consti-
tuted by a combination in tandem of two different superlattices
05660
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layer of materialC. Let us notice that in our calculation, th
materialC can be embedded inside the superlattice instea
being at its boundary. In the second geometry@Fig. 1~c!#, two
finite superlattices made, respectively, of materials (A1 , B1)
and (A2 , B2) are associated together in tandem.

All the interfaces are taken to be parallel to (x1 , x2) plane
of a Cartesian coordinates system. All the media are assu
to be isotropic elastic media characterized by their mass d
sities, their transverse velocityCt , and longitudinal velocity
Cl of sound. Due to the isotropy within the (x1 , x2) plane,
the transverse elastic~or shear horizontal! waves, polarized
perpendicular to the sagittal plane (x1 , x3), are decoupled
from sagittal waves polarized within this plane, for any val
of the propagation vectorki ~parallel to the interfaces!.

The study of acoustic wave propagation in such a co
posite lamellar system is performed by using a Green’s fu
tion formalism based on the method of interface respo
theory@18#. In this theory, we calculate the Green’s functio
of a composite system containing a large number of in
faces that separate different homogenous media. The de
of states, the dispersion curves as well as the transmitta
through finite substructures are obtained from the knowle
of the corresponding Green’s functiong that can be written
in the composite material@19# as

g~DD !5G~DD !1G~DM !$@G~MM !#21g~MM !

3@G~MM !#212@G~MM !#21%G~MD !. ~1!

D andM denote, respectively, the whole space and the in
face space in the composite material.G is a block diagonal
matrix in which each sub-blockGi corresponds to the bulk
Green’s function of the subsystemi. One can notice that al
the matrix elementsg(DD) of the final Green’s function can
be obtained once we know the matrix elementsg(MM ) of g
in the interface spaceM. The latter are obtained@13# by
writing the matrixg21(MM ) as a sum of the submatrice
gi

21(MM ) in each sub-blocki considered separately. All de
tails about the semianalytical calculation of the Green’s fu
tion for infinite or semi-infinite superlattices as well as for
finite superlattice in contact with a substrate can be found
Ref. @20#.

The transmission coefficients through the lamellar str
ture depicted in Fig. 1~a! can be calculated in the following
way. An incident propagating vectorU(D) of the reference
system depicted by the aboveG(DD) generates in the com
posite system the following vector@19# u(D) representing all
the scattered~reflected and transmitted! waves:

u~D !5U~D !1G~DM !$@G~MM !#21g~MM !@G~MM !#21

2@G~MM !#21%U~M !. ~2!

On the other hand, one can also calculate the densit
states of the final system. More precisely, the difference
the density of states~DOS! between the present composi
system and a reference system formed out of three inde
dent parts~the substratesS1 andS2 and the finite composite
mediumL ! is given by@21#

.
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OMNIDIRECTIONAL ELASTIC BAND GAP IN FINITE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 056609 ~2002!
Dn~v!52
1

p

d

dv
arg DetFgL~MM !@gS1

~00!gS2
~00!#1/2

g~MM !
G .

~3!

Here gS1
(MM ), gS2

(MM ), and gL(MM ) are, respec-
tively, the Green’s functions associated with the separa
semi-infinite substratesS1 and S2 , and the finite composite
mediumL .

The dispersion curves are obtained from the peaks in
density of states which are associated with the modes of
medium L interacting with the continuum of substra
modes. We shall focus our attention on transmitted wa
through the lamellar composite system, in relation with
dispersion curves. The existence of an omnidirectio
acoustic gap requires that the transmission coefficients
below a threshold value for all polarizations and any in
dence angle of the incoming waves. Let us notice that
incident wave, generated in the substrateS1 , can have three
different polarizations; namely, transverse horizontal~or
shear horizontal!, transverse vertical, and longitudinal.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we show that omnidirectional reflection
acoustic waves can be achieved with only 1D systems
stead of 2D or 3D phononic crystals. First, we emphas
that a single superlattice can display an omnidirectional
flection band, provided the substrate is made of a mate
with relatively high velocities of sound. Then, in order
remove the limitation about the choice of the substrate,
consider the geometries described in Fig. 1 where eith
clad layer is added to the superlattice, or two different sup
lattices with appropriately chosen parameters are comb
in tandem.

Let us first examine the so-called projected band struc
of a superlattice, i.e., the frequencyv versus the wave vecto
ki . Figure 2 displays the phononic band structure of an
finite superlattice composed of Al and W materials w
thicknessesd1 andd2 , such asd15d250.5D, D being the
period of the superlattice. We have used a dimensionless
quencyV5vD/Ct(Al), where Ct(Al) is the transverse ve
locity of sound in Al~the elastic parameters of the materia
are listed in Table I!. The left and right panels, respectivel
give the band structure for transverse and sagittal acou
waves. For every value ofki , the shaded and white areas
the projected band structure, respectively, correspond to
minibands and to the minigaps of the superlattice, where
propagation of acoustic waves is allowed or forbidden. D
to the large contrast between the elastic parameters of Al
W, the minigaps of the superlattice are rather large in c
trast to the case of other systems such as GaAs-AlAs su
lattices. Nevertheless, it can be easily noticed that the b
structure shown in Fig. 2 does not display any absolute g
this means a gap existing for every value of the wave ve
ki . However, the superlattice can display an omnidirectio
reflection band in the frequency range of the minig
(2.952,V,4.585) if the velocities of sound in the substra
are high enough. More precisely, let us assume that the tr
05660
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verse velocity of sound in the substrateCt(s) is greater than
5543 m/s,~the heavy line in Fig. 2 indicates the sound lin
with the velocity 5543 m/s!. For any wave launched from
this substrate, the frequency will be situated above the so
line v5Ct(s)ki , i.e., above the heavy line in Fig. 2. Whe
the frequency falls in the range 2.952,V,4.585 ~corre-
sponding to the minigap of the superlattice atki50), the
wave cannot propagate inside the superlattice and will
reflected back. Thus, the frequency range 2.952,V,4.585
corresponds to an omnidirectional reflection band for
chosen substrate. Generally speaking, the above cond
expresses that the cone defined by the transverse veloci
sound in the substrate contains a minigap of the superlat
With the Al/W superlattice, this condition is, for instanc
fulfilled if the substrate is made of Si@11#. Of course, in
practice, due to the finiteness of the omnidirectional mirr
one can only impose that the transmittance remains belo
given threshold~for instance, 1023 or 1022).

On the contrary, if the incident wave is initiated in a su
strate made of a material with low velocities of sound su
as epoxy@with Ct(s)51160 m/s, see the thin straight line i
Fig. 2#, the wave is not prohibited from propagation insid

FIG. 2. Projected band structure of sagittal~right panel! and
transverse~left panel! elastic waves in a W/AL superlattice. Th
reduced frequencyV5vD/Ct(Al) is presented as a function of th
reduced wave vectorkiD. The shaded and white areas, respective
correspond to the minibands and minigaps of the superlattice.
heavy and thin straight lines correspond, respectively, to sound
locities equal to 5543 and 1160 m/s~epoxy!.

TABLE I. Elastic parameters of the materials involved in th
calculations.

Materials
Mass density
~in kg m23!

Cl

~in m s21!
Ct

~in m s21!

Al 2700 6422 3110
W 19300 5231 2860
Si 2330 8440 5845
Fe 8133 4757 2669
Epoxy 1200 2830 1160
9-3
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D. BRIA AND B. DJAFARI-ROUHANI PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 056609 ~2002!
the superlattice, whatever the frequency. Thus, the wave
be partially transmitted through the superlattice, and o
partially reflected back, depending upon the incidence an
~or equivalently, upon the wave vectorki).

Therefore the occurrence of an omnidirectional band
introduces a limitation regarding the choice of the substr
material, namely, this material should have relatively h
acoustic velocities as compared to the typical velocities
the materials constituting the superlattice. In order to rem
this limitation or at least facilitate the existence of an om
directional reflection band, we, respectively, present in
next two sections the solutions mentioned above. The
one consists of cladding the superlattice~SL! with a layer of
high acoustic velocities, which can act like a barrier for t
propagation of phonons. The second solution consists of c
sidering a combination of two different superlattices, p
vided their band structures do not overlap over the freque
range of the omnidirectional band gap.

A. Cladded superlattice structure

This section contains results of the transmission spec
density of states, and dispersion curves for acoustic mode
a finite Al/W SL cladded on one side by a Si layer of thic
nessdSi , and embedded between two substrates mad
epoxy ~Fig. 1!.

Figure 3 gives an example of the dispersion curves for

FIG. 3. Dispersion curves of the cladded finite superlattice e
bedded between two substrates. The shaded area correspond
frequency domain in which the transmission power can excee
threshold of 1023. The thickness of the clad layer isdSi58D, and
the superlattice contains four bilayers of Al and W. The clad is
contact either with an Al layer~a! or with a W layer~b!. The left
and right panels, respectively, refer to shear horizontal and sag
acoustics modes. The horizontal dashed lines delimit the edge
the omnidirectional acoustic band gap. The heavy and thin stra
lines, respectively, show the transverse sound lines of the subs
~epoxy! and the clad~Si!.
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above structure, together with the frequency domains
which the transmission power exceeds a threshold of 123

~shaded areas!. In this example, the thickness of the Si lay
is dSi58D, and the superlattice contains four bilayers of
and W; the clad layer is in contact with either an Al lay
@Fig. 3~a!# or a W layer@Fig. 3~b!# in the superlattice@see
Fig. 1~b!#. The branches that fall outside the minibands of t
superlattice are essentially associated either with the gu
modes of the Si layer or with the interface modes localized
the Si-superlattice boundary~the latter are located below th
sound lines of Si!.

As compared to the superlattice minigap, the omnidir
tional reflection band~delimited by the two horizonta
dashed lines in Fig. 3! can be significantly reduced. In th
case of Fig. 3~b! where the omnidirectional gap almost di
appears, the main limitation is due to transmission throu
the modes belonging to a narrow miniband of the super
tice; this corresponds to a narrow range of the incide
angle in the substrate~around 14°!. Therefore, with the geo-
metrical parameters chosen in this example, the clad laye
not efficient to bring the transmission below the threshold
1023 in a broad frequency range, for all incidence angles a
all polarizations. Actually, increasing the threshold to 1022

does not significantly improve the omnidirectional gap
this case. In the example of Fig. 3~a! where an Al layer in the
superlattice is in contact with the Si clad, the omnidirection
gap extends fromV53.176 toV54. Here the upper edge o
the gap is decreased as compared to the superlattice min
due to transmission around the frequenciesV54 – 4.5~upper
right corner of the figure!. From right to left, the transmis
sion occurs through bulk modes of the superlattice belong
to a narrow miniband, through an interface mode at
boundary between the superlattice and the Si-clad layer,
through a guided mode of the Si layer. Although the tra
mittance through the latter modes exceeds the chosen th
old of 1023, still it remains very small~see Fig. 5 below!.

One can notice that the presence of the clad layer has
opposite effects. It decreases the transmittance in some
quency domains~essentially below the sound line defined b
the transverse velocity of sound in the clad!, but also intro-
duces new modes that can contribute themselves to trans
sion. The transmission by the latter modes is prevented
the superlattice when the corresponding branches fall in
the minigaps.

To give a better insight into the behaviors of the transm
sion coefficients, we present in Figs. 4 and 5, for two valu
of kiD, the transmitted intensities through the cladded sup
lattice. For the sake of comparison, we have also given
densities of states. The results are presented for different
larizations, namely, the incident wave can be shear horiz
tal, transverse in the sagittal plane, or longitudinal, and
DOS is given for either shear horizontal or sagittal mod
The thickness of the Si layer is againdSi58D, the superlat-
tice is composed ofN54 bilayers of Al and W, and the clad
layer is in contact with an Al layer.

At kiD50 ~Fig. 4!, corresponding to a normal incidenc
there is a decoupling between waves of transverse and
gitudinal polarizations. One can observe that the presenc
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OMNIDIRECTIONAL ELASTIC BAND GAP IN FINITE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 056609 ~2002!
the clad layer does not affect the band gap that is alm
identical to the minigap of the superlattice (2.95,V
,4.58). The clad layer induces additional modes~see the
peaks in the DOS!, which are the guided modes of the
layer, but these modes do not contribute to transmiss
when they fall inside the minigap of the superlattice~see, for
instance, the peaks in DOS around the frequenciesV
53 – 4). AtkiD52 ~Fig. 5!, the presence of the clad layer o
Si prevents the propagation of sound in the frequency ra
that lies below the transverse sound line of Si~V below 3.5!.
Hence, in this range of frequency, the clad layer plays
role of a barrier between phonons in the substrate and
superlattice, leading to a decrease in the transmitted inten
@please notice the very small scales in the vertical axes
Figs. 5~c! and 5~d!#. On the other hand, the modes induc
by the Si layer, which fall in the superlattice minigap~around
V54.5) contribute very weakly to the transmission proce
as mentioned in connection with the discussion of Fig. 3~a!.

To investigate the effect of superlattice termination on
existence of the omnidirectional gap, we have also con
ered, besides the examples of Fig. 3, two other ca
namely, the case of a superlattice containingN1155 layers
of Al and N54 layers of W~Al termination on both sides o
the superlattice! and the case of a superlattice containing fi
layers of W and four layers of Al~W termination on both
sides!. These cases are less favorable than those present
Fig. 3 and, more especially, the absolute acoustic gap di
pears in the latter case.

FIG. 4. Transmission coefficients and densities of states for
cladded superlattice structure of Fig. 3~a!, atkiD50. The panels~a!
and ~b! are plotted for acoustic waves of transverse polarizati
Panels~c! and ~d! refer to waves of longitudinal polarization.
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We can now briefly discuss the existence and behavio
the omnidirectional reflection band as a function of the g
metrical parameters involved in our structure, namely,
thicknessdSi of the Si layer and the numberN of unit cells in
the superlattice. The maximum tolerance for transmissio
chosen to be either 1023 or 1022. A detailed investigation of
the transmission coefficients shows that the gap stabilizes
dSi exceeding a thickness of 5.5D and N greater than 4. In
Fig. 6, we present the variation of the gap as a function ofdSi
for three values ofN; namely,N55, 8, and 10. In each case
the omnidirectional gap is sketched for both choices of
transmittance threshold.

First, let us notice that the limitation about the width
the absolute gap comes from the waves of sagittal polar
tion, since the gap in the shear horizontal polarization
relatively broad and already exists for values ofdSi andN of
the order of 1.5D and 2, respectively. The sagittal gap show
in Fig. 6 widens with increasing the thickness of the Si lay
although some irregular behaviors can be noticed at
edges of the gap. It is even worth mentioning that forN
below or equal to 4, the gap may close when going to

e

.

FIG. 5. Same as in Fig. 3 but forkiD52. Panels~a!, ~c!, and
~d!, respectively, give the transmission power for an incident wa
of the following polarization: shear horizontal, transverse in t
sagittal plane, and longitudinal in the sagittal plane~one can notice
the small scales on the vertical axes of panels~c! and ~d!!. Panels
~b! and ~e! present the densities of states, respectively, associ
with shear horizontal and sagittal waves.
9-5
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D. BRIA AND B. DJAFARI-ROUHANI PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 056609 ~2002!
creasing value ofdSi ; this means that the transmissio
through the guided modes of the clad layer are not efficie
prevented by the superlattice. From Fig. 6, one can conc
that the acoustic gap almost reaches its maximum value
N56 anddSi511D. For the sake of completeness, we a
present in Fig. 7 the variation of the gaps as a function of
number of unit cells in the superlattice, fordSi58D.

Finally, we have compared the behavior of the transm
sion coefficients when an additional Si layer is inserted
different places inside the superlattice. It turns out that
best solution is obtained when the Si layer is added as a c
i.e., at the boundary of the superlattice. More precisely, w
N54 and dSi58D, there is no absolute gap when the
layer is inserted inside the superlattice.

B. Coupled multilayer structures

In this section, we study the transmission of acous
waves through a layered structure composed of two cou
superlattices@Fig. 1~d!# chosen in such a way that the supe
position of their band structure displays an absolute b
gap. This means, in some frequency range, the miniband
one superlattice overlap with the minigaps of the other, a
vice versa.

FIG. 6. Dependence of the omnidirectional gap with the thi
nessdSi of the clad layer for different numbers of Al/W bilayers i
the superlattice:~a! N55, ~b! N58, and~c! N510. The gray and
dark areas, respectively, correspond to the frequency dom
where the transmission exceeds 1023 or 1022. The left and right
panels, respectively, refer to shear horizontal and sagittal aco
modes.
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We have investigated several possibilities of elastic a
geometrical parameters for the coupled superlattice struct
Among a few possibilities that give rise to the occurrence
an omnidirectional band gap, one interesting solution c
sists of combining the Al/W superlattice with a Fe/epo
superlattice of the same periodD but with d1850.8D and
d2850.2D. The superposition of the band structures for the
superlattices is presented in Fig. 8 and clearly display
broad absolute acoustic gap in the frequency range 2
,V,5.29 ~delimited by the dashed horizontal lines!. One
can expect that in this frequency domain, any wave gen
ated in any substrate will be totally reflected. In practice,
coupled superlattice structure is of finite width, and one c
only impose a maximum tolerance on the transmission co
ficients.

In the following, we assume that the substrates are m
of a low-velocity material such as epoxy. Figure 9 displa
the dispersion curves of the coupled superlattice struc

-

ns

tic

FIG. 7. Dependence of the omnidirectional gap with the num
N of unit cells in the Al/W superlattice. The Si clad is in conta
with an Al layer and has a thickness ofdSi58D. The transmission
threshold is fixed to 1023 ~a! and 1022 ~b!.

FIG. 8. Projected band structures of two different superlattic
namely, Al/W ~bright gray! and Fe/epoxy~dark gray!. The overlap
between both band structures is presented as black areas. The
and left panels represent the sagittal and the transverse band
tures, respectively.
9-6
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together with the frequency domains in which the pow
transmission does not exceed a threshold of 1023. The finite
system is composed of an Al/W superlattice containing n
layers of Al and eight layers of W, and an epoxy/Fe sup
lattice with six layers of epoxy and five layers of Fe. T
omnidirectional reflection band extends from 2.48 to 5.
and practically coincides with the complete acoustic gap
Fig. 8. Let us notice that there is an interface mode at
boundary between epoxy and the Al/W superlattice~see the
branch in the upper right corner of Fig. 9, aroundkiD
54 – 5 andV around 5.5–6!; however, this mode does no
contribute noticeably to transmission. It is worth mentioni
that the choice of the materials that are the terminal layer
each superlattice is important for the omnidirectional gap
exist and to have a relatively large bandwidth. Another illu
tration for the occurrence of the omnidirectional gap is p
sented in Fig. 10 where we give, atkiD52.5, the transmis-
sion coefficients for different polarizations of the incide
wave, together with the density of states of transverse
sagittal modes. It can be seen that the modes of each s
lattice that fall inside a gap of the other superlattice contr
ute only a negligible amount to the transmission power.

Finally, in Fig. 11, we sketch the effect of the numbersN
andN8 of unit cells in each superlattice on the transmiss
power. The absolute gap is presented by assuming tha
transmission remains below the threshold of 1023. The ab-
solute gap starts to open forN and N8 respectively higher
than 4 and 7, respectively@Fig. 11~a!#. However, it is neces-
sary to take values such asN58 and N856 to obtain a
relatively broad reflection band. Going to higher values oN
andN8 stabilizes the gap width without a noticeable mod
cation.

IV. SUMMARY

In this paper, we have developed the idea that 1D lame
structures can exhibit an omnidirectional reflection ba

FIG. 9. Dispersion curves of two finite superlattices combin
in tandem and embedded between two substrates. The shaded
corresponds to the frequency domain in which the transmis
power can exceed a threshold of 1023. The Al/W superlattice con-
tains N1159 layers of Al andN58 layers of W. The epoxy/Fe
superlattice containsN81156 layers of epoxy andN855 layers of
Fe.
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FIG. 10. Transmission coefficients and density of states for
coupled ~Al/W ! and ~epoxy/Fe! superlattices, atkiD52.5. The
other descriptions are the same as in Fig. 5.

FIG. 11. Dependence of the omnidirectional gap with the nu
ber N8 of unit cells in the epoxy/Fe superlattice, for different num
bers of unit cells in the Al/W superlattice:~a! N53, ~b! N54, and
~c! N58. The transmission threshold is fixed to 1023.
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anologous to the case of 2D and 3D phononic crystals. T
property can be fulfilled with a superlattice when the velo
ties of sound in the substrate are higher than the charact
tic velocities of the superlattice constituents. In the mo
general case when the substrate is made of a soft mate
we have proposed two solutions to realize the omnidir
tional mirror, namely, the cladding of a superlattice with
hard material that acts like a barrier for the propagation
phonons, or a combination in tandem of two different sup
lattices in such a way that their band structures do not o
lap over a given frequency range. The latter solution gi
rise to a relatively broad band gap, provided an appropr
ri-
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choice of the material and geometrical properties is ma
With the former solution, the contribution of the guide
modes induced by the clad layer to power transmiss
should be more carefully taken into account. The thickn
of the clad layer, the number of unit cells in the superlattic
as well as the nature of the terminal layers in the super
tices involved in the structure are also important parame
for determining the maximum tolerance for power transm
sion. The results presented in this paper, namely, trans
sion coefficients, densities of states, and dispersion cur
are based on analytical calculations of the Green’s functi
for acoustic waves of shear horizontal and sagittal polar
tions in composite lamellar structures.
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